
experience 
Western Reserve Anti-Aging Agency | Cleveland, Ohio

GDOT was able to engage with the customer early in the planning 

process to work together to coordinate the furniture solution for 

the new space while working closely with their new branding 

identity. We provided furniture from the reception area to the 

boardroom as well as workstations, private offices, common areas, 

training spaces and seating. 175 people now have a new, beautiful 

home to continue their critical programs for our growing senior 

citizen community. w

Mantua Manufacturing | Glenwillow, Ohio

This new 129,795 SF facility combines innovative architectural 

finishes and features with a functional and efficient furniture plan, 

providing an inviting environment for clients and an exciting new 

home for the business. The office side intention was to completely 

revamp the corporate culture using modern, wide open spaces 

and trendy collaboration hubs.

Cuyahoga County Board of Health | Cleveland, Ohio

This was an extensive remodel, tearing down, housing, and 

reconfiguring over 190 Teknion stations and 20 private offices. The 

space was designed using existing furniture, adding new color 

schemes and complements. 

Cleveland Clinic Health Education Campus | Cleveland, Ohio

Teknion and GDOT were privileged to create a hybrid workstation 

using components of multiple vendors creating a free flowing 

and ergonomic workspace. The space features over 430 height 

adjustable stations and offices, using scratch resistant avonite 

surfacing never seen before.

Western Reserve Agency | Cleveland, Ohio

Based out of Wooster, Ohio, the WRA provides insurance needs 

from the everyday client to multinational corporations. Using 

Teknion’s Expansion Case Goods, we were able to deliver a space 

with functionality and storage for over 150 employees. Each station 

and office were equipped with height adjustable tables allowing 

the end user to sit or stand throughout the workday. This popular 

feature has become a staple in any office for the ever-changing 

workplace.
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Mr. Burhenne joined the GDOT team 
as an Installation Manager having 
previously worked as Installation Lead for 
APG Office Furnishings, a local Herman 
Miller dealer. Adam inspects all furniture 
for defects and oversees the installation 
and assembly of the furniture orders. He 
ensures that all projects are adequately 
completed, on time and within budget 
margins. Adam works with clients 
from the external concept through 
completion of a project. His priority is 
effectively communicating with clients 
to achieve project goals. 


